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Tina’s Plan (2)



จุดประสงค์การเรียนรู้
1. อ่านและตอบค าถามของบทอ่าน
เกี่ยวกับสถานที่ท่องเท่ียวได้ 
2. พูดน าเสนอเกี่ยวกับสถานที่ท่องเที่ยว
ที่อยากไปได้ 



1. What is the most beautiful 

beach in Thailand? 

Q&A



2. Do you like to go to the 

beach?  Why or why not?

Q&A



Vocabulary



Vocabulary

province (n.)
a part of a country that are not the capital city or near a large city



Vocabulary

calm (n.) without hurried movement or noise



Vocabulary

submarine (n.)
existing below the surface of the sea



Vocabulary

breathtaking (n.)
extremely exciting, beautiful, or surprising



Vocabulary

cave (n.)
a large hole in the side of a hill, cliff, or mountain



Vocabulary

rainfall (n.) the amount of rain that falls



Vocabulary

snorkeling (n.)
the activity of swimming while using a snorkel
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Before Reading :Vocabulary Practice

Directions: Match the words with their correct definitions. 

snorkeling province  submarine

breathtaking  rainfall cave        calm

1. ____________ a part of a country that are not the capital city or near 

a large city

2. ____________ extremely exciting, beautiful, or surprising

3. ____________ the amount of rain that falls

4. ____________ existing below the surface of the sea

5. ____________ a large hole in the side of a hill, cliff, or mountain

6. ____________ the activity of swimming while using a snorkel

7. ____________ without hurried movement or noise

province

breathtaking

rainfall

submarine

cave

snorkeling

calm



Activity
Run to the teacher

• Make a group

• Find a writer

• Count the letter A-D

• Run to the teacher

Krabi, a Paradise Beach 



Activity : 
Run to the teacher

(Krabi, a Paradise Beach) 

If you are looking for a beautiful sea with clear

sand on the beach, Krabi is a great choice for

you. Krabi is a big province in Thailand. Staying

in Krabi Town will show you a real Thai-

southern culture and it is well-connected with

many islands. Being the largest town of the

province, Krabi offers colorful local markets,

historical temples, breathtaking views, and

enjoying many eco-adventures. There are

many famous places that tourists love to visit

such as Ao Nang, Koh Hong, and caves at

Railay Beach. The best time to visit Krabi is

during the high season from November to

May. From November to December, there is

less rainfall, and it becomes busy from January

to April. At the same time, the tourists can

enjoy the Krabi snorkeling season from January

till April. During this period, the sea is usually

calm, so they can see the submarine lives

clearly. As you can see, Krabi offers tourist

exceptional experiences that one should visit

there once in life.



If you are looking for a beautiful sea with clear sand on the beach,

Krabi is a great choice for you. Krabi is a big province in Thailand.

Staying in Krabi Town will show you a real Thai- southern culture and it is

well-connected with many islands. Being the largest town of the

province, Krabi offers colorful local markets, historical temples,

breathtaking views, and enjoying many eco-adventures. There are

many famous places that tourists love to visit such as Ao Nang, Koh

Hong, and caves at Railay Beach. The best time to visit Krabi is during

the high season from November to May. From November to

December, there is less rainfall, and it becomes busy from January to

April. At the same time, the tourists can enjoy the Krabi snorkeling

season from January till April. During this period, the sea is usually calm,

so they can see the submarine lives clearly. As you can see, Krabi

offers tourist exceptional experiences that one should visit there once

in life.



Directions: Read the passage and answer the questions.

1. How does the sea in Krabi look?

It is beautiful with clear sand.

2. What can the tourists enjoy in Krabi?

They can enjoy colorful local markets, historical temples,

breathtaking views, and many eco-adventures.

3. What is the best time to visit Krabi?

The best time is from November to May.

4. When can the tourists enjoy snorkeling?

They can enjoy the Krabi snorkeling season from January

till April.



A Favorite Beach
Directions: Choose one of the 

beaches in Thailand that you 

like or would like to visit by 

answering the following 
questions. 



บทเรียนครั้งต่อไป
เรื่อง It Will Rain Tomorrow 
VS I Am Going to the Party 

(1)



สิ่งที่ต้องเตรียม
1.ใบความรู้ที่ 1 เรื่อง Planned & Unplanned 
Situations 
2. บัตรค าเรื่อง My plan 
3. ใบงานเรื่อง My plan 

สามารถดาวน์โหลดใบความรู้และใบงานได้ที่ www.dltv.ac.th


